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ABSTRACT

The Ivrea-Verbano Zone (IVZ) in northwest Italy is an archetypal section of lower continental crust. This section is dominated by metasedimentary rocks, in contrast to constraints from geochemical data, seismic wave speeds, and heat flow estimates interpreted to reflect a mafic lower continental crustal composition. How, then, are sediments incorporated into lower continental crust? Burial, crustal underthrusting, and relamination are three tectonic mechanisms that could emplace sediments at lower crustal depths. This investigation seeks to constrain the prograde pressure-temperature-time ($P$-$T$-$t$) path of IVZ metapelites and compare it to the expected prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path for each mechanism to determine which is responsible for the assembly of the lower crustal section. The tectonic mechanisms are further assessed by comparing their predicted petrological and field scale characteristics with features observed in IVZ rocks. Laser ablation split stream (LASS) ICP-MS measurements of U-Pb dates and trace element concentrations in monazite grains found in two suites of amphibolite to granulite facies metapelitic rocks from Val Strona di Omegna, IVZ, provide a record of the Permian-to-Jurassic metamorphic history of the lower crust of the Southern Alpine basement. Monazite dates are quantitatively linked to $P$-$T$ conditions through phase equilibria calculations and the yttrium-in-garnet and monazite (Y-MG) thermometer applied to the pre-300 Ma monazite population. These constraints on the prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ evolution of the Ivrea Zone, combined with field and petrographic observations of IVZ metapelites, indicate that the IVZ lower crustal section likely formed through crustal underthrusting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Continental crust comprises ~40% of the Earth’s surface and is characterized by major compositional differences from oceanic crust (57-66 wt.% SiO$_2$, compared to 48-52 wt.% SiO$_2$; e.g., Rudnick & Gao 2003, 2014). While the formation and evolution of the uppermost continental crust (≤15-20 km) is well constrained due to its accessibility for direct investigation, the genesis of lower continental crust (≥20-25 km) is more obscure. Understanding the process of lower crustal assembly is relevant to geodynamics, geochemistry and seismology because the tectonic mechanisms that form lower continental crust impart observed seismic wave speed, compositional and heat flow characteristics. Determining the distribution of heat producing elements in the lower crust, for example, is important for understanding the strength distribution of the continental crust and could help address how large-scale continental rifting initiates and why some continental crust forms cratons that can preserve rocks for billions of years (Sandiford and McLaren 2002, Mareschal and Jaupart 2013). Seismically, determining the composition of the lower continental crust can allow for improved velocity models and resultant constraints on the structure of the lithosphere (Christensen and Mooney 1995).

Observations of the lower continental crust are limited to indirect sources like heat flow measurements and geophysical data, as well as direct sources like exposed metamorphic terrains, inferred to have equilibrated at lower crustal depths, and xenoliths that sample a range of crustal to mantle levels (Rudnick and Goldstein 1990, Rudnick and Fountain 1995, Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2015, Rudnick and Gao 2014). The current consensus is that continental lower crust is predominately mafic in composition. Rudnick & Gao (2003, 2014) estimated that ~80% of
continental lower crust is mafic based on the compositions of lower crustal xenoliths and of granulite-facies terrains, the inferred heat flow from lower crust, and seismic wavespeeds, but more recent analyses reveal that these same constraints also allow for the lower crust to be dominated by felsic rocks (Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011, 2015). Using heat flow estimates to determine lower crustal composition requires using values for composition and thickness of other crustal levels and inferred mantle heat flow that are not fully constrained (Rudnick and Gao 2003, Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011, 2015). Seismic wave speeds can be related to rock density and SiO$_2$ content, but measuring P- and S-wave velocities at middle-to-lower crustal levels is imprecise and compositional estimates are based on the assumption that the lower crust is igneous (Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2015, Behn and Kelemen 2003). Lower crustal compositions ranging from 80% to 0% mafic can satisfy all the indirect observations depending on the assumptions made about thickness of lower continental crust, characteristics of middle and upper continental crust, mantle heat flow, and the behavior of seismic waves at depth (Rudnick and Gao 2003, Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011).

Direct observations from crustal xenoliths and metamorphic terranes avoid the uncertainties and generalizations associated with indirect observations. They also reveal significant heterogeneity in the composition of the lower continental crust: amphibolite and granulite facies terrains and granulite facies xenoliths contain between 35 to 90 wt.% SiO$_2$, and bulk rock compositions indicate that 57-61% of metamorphic terrains and 25% of xenoliths have sedimentary protoliths (Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2015). Protoliths of metasediments in lower crustal xenoliths and exhumed high-grade terranes must have been originally deposited at the Earth’s surface, but underwent subsequent metamorphism at depths of 25-40 km. This poses the question: *how are sediments incorporated into lower continental crust?*

We address this question with a field-based investigation of the prograde pressure-temperature-time evolution of an archetypal section of metasedimentary lower crust—the Ivrea-
Verbano Zone (IVZ), NW Italy. The IVZ offers the potential to directly study the deepest levels of the crust (Burke and Fountain 1990, Zingg et al. 1990, Quick, Sinigoi, and Mayer 1995, Sinigoi et al. 1996, Boriani and Villa 1997, Handy et al. 1999). A total of 14 kilometers of mid-to-lower crustal rocks are exposed in the IVZ, and the presence of ultramafic rocks at the base of the IVZ section indicates that the deepest structural levels were once juxtaposed with the Moho (Voshage et al. 1990). The IVZ is dominated by amphibolite to granulite facies metapelites and reached peak pressures and temperatures of ~10–12 kbar and 900–950°C at the base of the section, corresponding to depths of up to 38 km (Redler et al. 2012).
Chapter 2

Incorporation of sediments into lower crust

There are three tectonic mechanisms that could incorporate sediment into the lower continental crust: burial of sediments under continued deposition and volcanism, crustal underthrusting during continental collision, and relamination of viscous sediments from the down-going plate in a subduction zone setting.

In the burial mechanism (Fig. 2-1a), sediments are forced downwards into the lower crust by continual deposition of sedimentary and volcanic rocks from the surface (Lakatos and Miller 1983, Johnsson 1986, Liu, Bohlen, and Ernst 1996, Sakaguchi 1999). The $P$-$T$-$t$ path of burial models is characterized by peak pressures that increases along a lithostatic gradient determined by the density of overlying sediments and volcanic material, and peak temperatures that increase downward along an equilibrium geothermal gradient reflecting steady state radiogenic heating and conductive heat loss (Fig. 2-2a) (Huerta, Royden, and Hodges 1998).

Crustal underthrusting (Fig. 2-1b) drives one tectonic plate beneath another plate during continental collision and the down-going plate becomes the *de facto* lower crust (Xu et al. 2015). Initial stages of the $P$-$T$-$t$ path of the crustal underthrusting model follow a subduction zone type thermal gradient where pressure increases more rapidly than temperature. Once the lower plate is fully emplaced beneath the stationary upper plate, the $P$-$T$-$t$ paths of the hanging and footwalls of the main thrust diverge: the hanging wall undergoes conductive cooling as it is juxtaposed with the cool sediments atop the downgoing plate, and footwall sediments are conductively heated by the hot lower crust of the stationary plate in near isobaric pressure conditions (Fig. 2-2b).

Recent advances in modelling sediment behavior in subduction zone settings have indicated that the process of relamination could add significant amounts of felsic material to the
lower crust (Gerya and Yuen 2003, Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011, Castro, Vogt, and Gerya 2013, Kelemen and Behn 2016). In the relamination mechanism, sediments transported along the subduction interface undergo partial melting in contact with the asthenospheric portion of the mantle wedge (Castro, Vogt, and Gerya 2013, Gerya and Yuen 2003). The resulting sediment melt forms silicic diapirs that are buoyant with respect to the surrounding mantle wedge. These diapirs rise until they are incorporated, or relaminated, in the lower crust of the overriding plate (Fig. 2-1c) (Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011, Kelemen and Behn 2016).

The $P$-$T$-$t$ path of the relamination model also begins along a subduction zone type thermal gradient with pressure increasing more quickly than temperature. After the $P$-$T$-$t$ path crosses the solidus at ultra-high pressures (1-3GPa) and flux melting of sediment along the interface begins, rapid decompression occurs as the relaminant rises through the mantle wedge (Fig. 2-2c) (Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011). The modelling results of Castro, Vogt, and Gerya (2013) produce a diapir of rising, molten, sediment and basalt that is approximately 40 km wide and 20 km thick.

Relamination has not been definitively identified in the field, but the Swakane and Skagit paragneisses of the North Cascades preserve evidence for high peak pressures (up to 1 GPa) and their position in the lower to mid crust indicate that they could be relaminated sediments that were emplaced at ~54-42 Ma (Matzel, Bowring, and Miller 2004, Gordon et al. 2010, Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011). Another locality that is a potential product of relamination is the Bohemian massif of Central Europe (Nahodilová et al. 2014, Schulmann et al. 2014, Kusbach et al. 2015). Bohemian massif felsic granulites preserve evidence of equilibration at ultra-high pressure conditions of 900 deGC and 1.7 to 2.1 GPa prior to high temperature metamorphism at 820-840 deGC and 1.2-1.4 GPa, determined using phase equilibria modeling in conjunction with ternary-feldspar and Zr-in-rutile thermometry (Liou, Zhang, and Ernst 2007, Nahodilová et al. 2014). The shape of prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path of Bohemian massif granulites is broadly similar to the
schematic P-T-t path shown in figure 2-2c, with an initial high-pressure phase followed by decompression after the relaminate rises and subsequent high temperature metamorphism as the diapir is emplaced at the base of the overriding plate. These felsic granulites enclose lenses of garnet and spinel peridotite that have compositions consistent with subcontinental lithospheric mantle in back arc tectonic settings, which are interpreted to represent portions of mantle captured by the felsic diapirs as they rose through the mantle wedge (Kusbach et al. 2015).

This investigation seeks to constrain the prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path of the Ivrea-Verbano Zone and compare the result to the characteristic $P$-$T$-$t$ paths associated with each of the three tectonic models. This will allow for the confirmation or elimination of any tectonic mechanisms as a candidate for the assembly of the IVZ lower crustal section.

Reconstructing prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ paths from granulite-grade metamorphic rocks is a challenging task, because high pressures and temperatures or overprinting during subsequent metamorphic events can destroy information about the timing and conditions of prograde metamorphism (Redler et al. 2012). The presence of the accessory mineral monazite in IVZ metapelites, however, makes obtaining data from the prograde assembly of the lower crust possible. Monazite, a rare earth element phosphate, is stable from greenschist (~300 °C) to granulite (~1000°C) facies conditions, and thus potentially preserves a prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ record (Lanzirotti and Hanson 1996). Monazite also incorporates concentrations of U and Th in the ppm – wt.% range and has a high U-Th-Pb closure temperature of ~1000°C. Its ability to retain Pb at high temperatures means that cooling ages are not reset during residence under peak $P$-$T$ conditions (Smith and Giletti 1997). Monazite U-Pb ages in conjunction with major and trace element geochemical data allow us to link time with thermobarometric estimates of $P$ and $T$ determined from phase equilibria modeling and trace element thermometers to reconstruct the prograde IVZ $P$-$T$-$t$ path.
Figure 2-1. Cartoon showing how sediments are transported to lower crustal levels in the A. burial, B. crustal underthrusting, and C. relamination tectonic mechanisms. Red line in B. indicate position of thrust fault separating the two plates, small red arrows show sense of motion across fault. Figure after (Hacker, Kelemen, and Behn 2011)
Figure 2-2. Schematic P-T path diagrams for competing tectonic mechanisms. A. Burial, B. Crustal Underthrusting, C. Relamination. Typical wet sediment solidus after (Nichols, Wyllie, and Stern 1994)
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Geologic Background

3.1 Tectonic History

The Ivrea-Verbano Zone (IVZ) in the Southern Alps of northwestern Italy is a section of Hercynian-age middle-to-lower continental crust (Fig. 3-1) (Burke and Fountain 1990, Zingg et al. 1990, Quick, Sinigoi, and Mayer 1995, Sinigoi et al. 1996, Boriani and Villa 1997, Handy et al. 1999). Tilted and faulted into its current position during the Alpine collision, the boundaries of the IVZ are defined to the northwest by the Insubric Line and to the southeast by the Cosseto-Mergozzo-Brissago (CMB) Line (Mehnert 1975, Fountain 1976, Brodie, Rutter, and Evans 1992). The Insubric Line is a 1 km-thick Oligo-Miocene mylonite belt separating the Southern Alpine block, including the IVZ, from greenschist facies rocks that underwent high pressure Alpine metamorphism (Central Alpine block; Babist et al. 2006) The Permian CMB line is a 6 km-wide transpressional shear zone that divides the IVZ mid to lower crustal section and the Serie dei Laghi mid-upper crustal section (Schmid, Zingg, and Handy 1987, Boriani et al. 1990). Different interpretations exist for the relationship between the IVZ and the Serie dei Laghi; some regard the two sections as a coherent cross section of continental crust (Hunziker and Zingg 1980, Zingg et al. 1990, Henk et al. 1997, Handy et al. 1999, Quick et al. 2003), but Boriani et al. (2016) suggests that the two crustal sections are not related and the Serie dei Laghi was transported into its current position in the early Permian. Metabasites in the IVZ have MORB-type geochemical signatures while Serie dei Laghi metabasites have compositions that are closer to back-arc basalts (Boriani and Giobbi 2004).
3.2 Lithological Units

The IVZ extends ~120 km NNE-SSW following the strike of the Insubric Line and is 14 km across at its widest point. It is dominated by siliciclastic metasedimentary and metaigneous rock, with minor ultramafic rock, quartzite, calcisilicate and carbonate (Fig. 3-1). Each of these rock types are intruded by the voluminous Mafic Complex—a regional (100 km along strike and up to 10 km wide) gabbroic body that was emplaced within the IVZ section following the thermal climax responsible for metamorphism in the metasediments (Barboza, Bergantz, and Brown 1999, Barboza and Bergantz 2000, Quick et al. 2003). Within the IVZ, metamorphic grade increases from amphibolite grade in the southeast to granulite in the northwest; conditions increase perpendicular to both the strike and dominant planar fabric of the IVZ (Fig. 3-1)(Schmid and Wood 1976, Brodie, Rutter, and Evans 1992, Ewing, Hermann, and Rubatto 2013). Even though the IVZ experienced rift-related deformation and heating during the Triassic and Jurassic (Handy et al. 1999) as well as Alpine collision, retrogressive overprinting is minor and restricted to macroscale shear zones (Schmid 1993).

The IVZ siliciclastic sediments have psammitic (SiO$_2$ between ~53 to 60 wt. %) to pelitic (SiO$_2$ between ~50 and 77 wt. %) compositions (Redler et al. 2012). These metasediments are often categorized based on their metamorphic grade: Lower structural levels of the IVZ host granulite facies paragneisses called “Stronalites,” while amphibolite facies metasediments found in higher structural levels are referred to as “Kinzigites” (Schmid 1993). Kinzigite unit metasediments are predominately aluminous metapelites, but also include metapsammites and metagreywackes (Redler et al. 2012). Stronalite bulk composition indicates that it has undergone 20–40 weight percent melt loss of a granitic component from Kinzigite precursors (Schnetger 1994, Barboza, Bergantz, and Brown 1999, Barboza and Bergantz 2000). Ultramafic lenses ranging from several kilometer to several meter scale dimensions are dominated by spinel lherzolite and minor cumulus pyroxenite (Sills and Tarney 1984). Ultramafic rocks crop out in
the lowest structural levels of the IVZ near the Insubric Line (Boriani and Giobbi 2004). Geochemical compositions and tectonite fabrics preserved in spinel lherzolites indicate that the lenses originated in the mantle (Voshage et al. 1990). Competing interpretations exist for the origin of these ultramafic bodies, including mafic underplating at the petrological Moho (Vavra et al. 1996) and intercalation during formation of an accretionary prism (Quick, Sinigoi, and Mayer 1995).

The Mafic Complex is a layered igneous intrusion of broadly gabbroic composition that was emplaced between 294 and 286.4 Ma (Henk et al. 1997, Peressini et al. 2007, Guergouz et al. 2018). Exposures of the Mafic Complex occur along the entire length of the IVZ, and its thickness varies from hundreds of meters up to ten kilometers in Val Sesia (Fig. 3-1; Garuti et al, 1980). The base of the intrusion contains peridotites and pyroxenites with cumulate textures, which grade upwards into gabbro-norites, gabbro-diorites and diorites (Brodie, Rutter, and Evans 1992). Slivers of unassimilated metasediments (referred to as septa) incorporated in the Mafic Complex preserve mineral assemblages of antiperthitic plagioclase, garnet, quartz, ± sillimanite, ± rutile, ± graphite, ± corundum; indicative of ultra-high temperature conditions (Sinigoi et al. 1994, Sinigoi et al. 1996).

3.3 Metamorphic History

From amphibolite- to granulite facies conditions, the metamorphic field gradient within IVZ metapelites is defined by decreasing modal abundance of muscovite and increasing modal abundance of alkali feldspar and garnet with increasing intensity of metamorphism (Zingg 1980, Brodie, Rutter, and Evans 1992, Sinigoi et al. 1994, Barboza, Bergantz, and Brown 1999, Rutter et al. 2007). Sillimanite is common throughout the IVZ and is present as fibrous mats associated with biotite in the amphibolite portion of the section, and as crystals with prismatic habit in the granulites (Fig. 3-2) (Schmid and Wood 1976).
In metabasite members of the Kinzigite and Stronalite Formations, increasing metamorphic grade results in the appearance of clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene in hornblende and plagioclase bearing rocks at progressively deeper structural levels (Zingg 1980). Prismatic hornblende changes from green to brown from amphibolite to granulite facies (Sills and Tarney 1984). The changes in the mineralogy of metabasic rocks are partly due to the metamorphic field gradient as well as changes in protolith composition perpendicular to the strike of the IVZ: metabasites near the Insubric Line are depleted in LREE, consistent with a depleted N-MORB type protolith, while metabasites from higher structural levels have enriched LREE patterns that are compatible with an E-MORB type protolith (Mazzucchelli and Siena 1986). Texturally, metabasites transition from nematoblastic to granoblastic with increasing grade (Zingg 1980).

There is a significant body of literature concerning the pressure and temperature evolution of the IVZ (Schmid and Wood 1976, Sills 1984, Kohn and Spear 1990, Zhu and Sverjensky 1992, Henk et al. 1997, Bea and Montero 1999). Initial efforts to quantify metamorphic conditions focused on the application of garnet-biotite Fe–Mg exchange thermobarometry to Kinzigite metapelites, resulting in conditions of 615 ± 30 C at 4.3 ± 1.0 kbar near the CMB line to 810 ± 50°C at 8.3 ± 2.0 kbar near the Insubric Line (Schmid and Wood 1976, Henk et al. 1997). Subsequent investigations have revised IVZ temperature estimates upwards; Luvizotto and Zack (2009) and Ewing et al. (2013) applied single-phase solution thermometers (Zr-in-rutile, Ti-in-zircon) to show that peak metamorphic temperatures were between 850 and 1000 °C. Application of phase equilibrium modeling to IVZ metapelites yielded P-T conditions from ~3.5–6.5 kbar and 650–730°C in amphibolites from the top of the section to ~10–12 kbar and 900–950°C in granulites from the deepest structural levels (Redler et al 2012). Previous workers have shown that the metamorphic field gradient is steeper than expected in undisturbed continental crust (~0.3 km/kbar; (Burke and Fountain 1990), implying that the section has undergone attenuation following Permian high-temperature metamorphism (Brodie...

3.4 Geochronology


Regional amphibolite-granulite facies metamorphism, responsible for the metamorphic field gradient, initiated at 316 ± 3 Ma (zircon U-Pb dates; Ewing, Hermann, and Rubatto 2013), predating intrusion of the Mafic Complex at ~296 Ma (Pin 1990, Henk et al. 1997, Quick et al. 2003, Peressini et al. 2007) by ~10-30 Ma (Quick, Sinigoi, and Mayer 1994, Barboza, Bergantz, and Brown 1999, Barboza and Bergantz 2000). The regional thermal climax occurred either during or after construction of the IVZ crustal section, and there is no consensus regarding the heat source that caused the regional high-temperature event. Conductive heating associated with intrusion of the Mafic Complex produced a 2 km-wide aureole of upper amphibolite-facies metamorphism with cordierite, hercynite, and andalusite that overprinted the earlier amphibolite-to granulite-facies metamorphism (Zingg et al. 1990, Barboza, Bergantz, and Brown 1999, Snoke et al. 1999, Barboza and Bergantz 2000, Quick, Sinigoi, and Mayer 1994, Schaltegger and Brack 2007). Peak Mafic Complex contact metamorphic temperatures of 900-910°C were reached shortly after it was emplaced at 288 ± 4 Ma, followed by a decrease in temperature of ~100-
200°C by 284 ± 3 Ma and a further ~60-100°C decrease by 259 ± 3 Ma (Peressini et al. 2007, Ewing et al. 2015).

IVZ zircon and monazite also yield late-Permian to early Jurassic U-Pb dates that record post-Mafic Complex tectonic events (Vavra and Schaltegger 1999, Ewing, Hermann, and Rubatto 2013, Ewing et al. 2015). These dates primarily reflect episodes of magmatism and fluid activity that induced recrystallization of pre-existing zircon and monazite (Vavra et al. 1996). Three such events at ~260 Ma, ~240 Ma and ~220-190 Ma are recorded in granulite facies zircon dated by Ewing et al (2013), and amphibolite facies zircon dated by Vavra et al (1999) and are associated with regional scale deep seated magmatism and related metasomatism (Ewing et al. 2015).
Figure 3-1. Geological map of the Ivrea-Verbano zone (after Schaltegger and Brack 2007, Redler et al. 2012). Mineral isograds after (Zingg 1980).
Figure 3-2. Photomicrographs showing difference in habit between fibrous and prismatic sillimanite.
Figure 3-3. Timeline of major metamorphic events in the Ivrea-Verbano Zone (after Ewing et al. 2015). ¹(Kunz, Regis, and Engi 2018), ²(Vavra et al. 1996), ³(Vavra, Schmid, and Gebauer 1999), ⁴(Ewing, Hermann, and Rubatto 2013), ⁵(Peressini et al. 2007), ⁶(Ewing et al. 2015).
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Sample Petrography

4.1 Sampling Strategy

Eighty samples were collected during field campaigns in 2015 and 2018 from Val Strona di Omegna, a NW-SE trending river valley which exposes rocks from the widest portion of the IVZ section (Fig. 4-1, Brodie et al. 1992). Metapelites containing garnet were collected at ~500 m spacing throughout the valley. Gaps in sampling density along the Val Strona transect, particularly in the lower half of the section, are the result of poor outcrop exposure. Each sample was screened for monazite at the Pennsylvania State University and eleven samples were selected for in-depth petrographical analysis based on structural position and monazite size and abundance (Fig. 4-1; Table 4-1).

4.2 Amphibolites

Amphibolite facies samples fall into two groups: (1) higher grade (MW02, MW03, MW04, AS22) and lower grade (MW19, MW20, MW23, MW25a).

4.2.1 Type 1 Amphibolites:

Type 1 Amphibolites contain Q+ Pl + Kfs + fibrous Sil + Ilm + Grt + Mu + Ru ± Grt with minor Mon, Zr, and Ap (Fig. 4-2b), and are distinguished from type 2 amphibolites by a greater modal abundance of Kfs, Bio, Ru and Grt. Garnet occurs as poikiloblastic crystals between 3 mm and
0.5 mm in diameter, often associated with seams of quartz and plagioclase. Type 1 amphibolites can be differentiated from type 2 amphibolites by (A.) garnet inclusions of primarily quartz with minor oxide phases, rutile and sillimanite (B.) more prevalent fibrolitic sillimanite replacing prograde biotite and (C.) greater crenulation and deformation of mica-defined foliation.

4.2.2 Type 2 Amphibolites: MW19, MW20, MW25, MW23

Type 2 amphibolite metapelites contain Q+ Pl + fibrous Sil + Ilm + Bi + Mu ± Kfs ± Ru ± Grt with minor Mon, Zr, Ap, and rare Xen (Fig. 4-2c). Type 2 amphibolites have a greater modal abundance of idioblastic muscovite, interpreted to reflect prograde growth, compared to Type 1. Where present, garnet is found as hypidioblastic crystals between 0.2 mm and 1 mm in diameter. Of the four type 2 amphibolites investigated, only MW19 was garnet bearing and had fewer garnets that tended to be smaller than type 1 amphibolite sample garnets. Garnet inclusions are primarily quartz and minor oxide phases that are usually clustered in the core of the grain. Fibrous sillimanite after biotite and less commonly muscovite is also found in type 2 amphibolite metapelites. Biotite, muscovite and fibrous sillimanite define a schistosity that is more pronounced than in type 1 samples: outcrops of type 2 amphibolite metapelites tend to be more fissile, and hand samples and thin sections feature prominent 1-2mm wide bands of micas separating pinching and swelling quartzofeldspathic domains.

4.3 Granulites

The sampled granulite facies metapelites from lower structural levels (samples AS06, AS07, AS13) are composed of Q + Kfs+ Ru+ Grt + prismatic Sil + Ilm ± Pl ± Bi ± Mu with minor Mon, Zr, Ap and Ti (Fig. 4-2a). Most garnets are idio- to hypidioblastic grains with pokiloblastic textures ranging in size from 0.4 mm to 5 mm in diameter, but the structurally
deepest sample (AS06) features xenoblastic garnets in 2-3 mm bands that alternate with prismatic sillimanite-rich domains. Inclusions in garnet are primarily quartz and sillimanite, with less common rutile and biotite. Some K-feldspar grains display a myrmekitic texture. Granulite facies metapelite samples have undergone partial melting and have metatexitic structures. Leucosomes (0.5-4 cm wide) are composed of quartz, large (up to 6 mm) K-feldspar, plagioclase, and prismatic sillimanite. Melanosomes (1-2 cm wide) are comprised of garnet, rutile, ilmenite and minor biotite ± muscovite. The boundaries between the leucosomes and melanosomes become more sharply defined with increasing structural depth.
Figure 4-1. Geological map of the Ivrea-Verbano zone showing sample locations (after Schaltegger and Brack 2007, Redler et al. 2012). Mineral isograds after (Zingg 1980).
Figure 4-2. Photomicrographs in plane polarized (PPL) and cross polarized (XPL) and hand sample photographs of A. granulite facies, B. type 1 amphibolite and C. type 2 amphibolite representative samples.
### Table 4-1. Summary of Petrologic Data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Pl</th>
<th>Kfs</th>
<th>Bi</th>
<th>Mu</th>
<th>Ru</th>
<th>Grt</th>
<th>Sill</th>
<th>Ilm</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Zr</th>
<th>Ap</th>
<th>Xen</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Mon size [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS06</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>pris</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>50-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS07</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>pris</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>100-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS13</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>pris</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>50-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW02</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>fib</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>50-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS22</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>fib</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW03</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>fib</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>50-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW04</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>fib</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>30-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW19</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>fib</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>50-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW20</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>20-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW25a</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>40-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW23</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>fib</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>50-200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Q=quartz, Pl=plagioclase, Kfs=K-feldspar, Bi=biotite, Mu=muscovite, Ru=rutile, Grt=garnet, Sill=sillimanite, Ilm=ilmenite, Mon=Monazite, Zr=zircon, Ap=apatite, Xen=xenotime, Ti=titanite. Fib=fibrous habit, Pris=prismatic habit.
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Methods

5.1 Electron microscopy (SEM and EPMA)

All analyses were performed on polished thin sections to link U-Pb dates and trace element concentrations to the monazite textural context within the sample. Monazite grains were identified, located and imaged using energy-dispersive spectroscopy and back scattered electrons on FEI Quanta 200 and FEI Quanta 250 SEMs located in Pennsylvania State University’s Materials Characterization Laboratory, using an accelerating voltage of 25 kV. Zoning in Y, Na, Ce, K, La, Sr, Mg, Nd, Ca, Th, Al, Si, U, P, and Fe in monazite was assessed qualitatively with X-ray maps created by Pennsylvania State University’s Cameca SXFive electron microprobe (EPMA) using an accelerating voltage of 20 keV, current of ~30 nA, step size of 0.2 μm and dwell time of 25 ms. Quantitative analyses of major element composition of garnet were conducted on the same instrument using an accelerating voltage of 15keV, current of ~30 nA, and on-peak count-times of 10-30 s. Ten elements (Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn and Fe) were measured in traverses (spacing ≥15 μm) for LA ICP-MS data reduction and line scans (spacing 3 μm) to quantify garnet zonation.

5.2 Laser Ablation Split Stream ICP-MS (LASS-ICP-MS)

To link monazite U-Pb date to trace element abundances, individual grains were analyzed at the UC Santa Barbara LASS-ICP-MS facility. A Photon Machines 193 nm excimer laser and HelEx sample cell were used, and data were collected on an Agilent 7700S quadrupole ICPMS.
The analyses were obtained with an 8μm laser spot, using a frequency of 3 Hz, a 25 s ablation time, and a fluence of ~1.2 J/cm². The laser first fired two cleaning shots, followed by forty-five analytical shots, with a 20 s delay between analyses. Analyses of IVZ monazite grains were interspersed with analyses of the monazite reference standards 44069 [424.9 Ma, (Aleinkoff et al. 2006)] and Bananeira [509 Ma, Kylander (Kylander-Clark, Hacker, and Cottle 2013, Palin et al. 2013)]; 44069 was the primary standard for U–Pb analyses and Bananeira was the primary standard for trace element analyses. Additional monazite standards FC [55.7 Ma, (Horstwood et al. 2003)], Trebilcock [272 Ma, (Tomascak, Krogstad, and Walker 1996)], and Manangotry [555 Ma, (Horstwood et al. 2003)] were also used as additional monitors of accuracy. This investigation obtained $^{206}\text{Pb}^{238}\text{U}$ ages of 424.3 ± 0.9 Ma for 44069, 512.7 ± 1.3 Ma for Bananeira, 56.76 ± 0.3 Ma for FC-1, 276.0 ± 1 for Trebilcock, and 562.1 ± 3.4 Ma for Manangotry. These ages are accurate to within 0.1, 0.7, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.9% of the reference values, respectively (see appendix A). Data reduction was performed using the Iolite plug-in v. 3.7 (Paton et al. 2011) for the Wavemetrics IgorPro software. IsoPlotR (Ludwig 2003) was used for plotting data on Tera–Wasserburg concordia diagrams (Tera and Wasserburg 1972), and to calculate weighted mean ages. Data were plotted on concordia diagrams with the Stacey-Kramers correction for common Pb (Stacey and Kramers 1975).

5.3 Laser Ablation ICP-MS (LA-ICP-MS)

Trace element compositions of garnets were collected using a Thermo X-Series II Quadrupole ICP-MS with a New Wave UP-213 Laser ablation system at the Pennsylvania State University. The analyses used a 30 μm laser spot, a frequency of 20 Hz, a 40 s ablation time, and a fluence of ~8 J/cm². Spot spacing was ≥15μm, and traverses were placed to capture rim-core-rim zoning in garnet. Standardization after every eighth measured spot used primary standard NIST 612 and alternating secondary standards NIST614, BCR and BHVO. Ca values measured
by EPMA provided an internal standard. Data reduction was performed using the Iolite plug-in v. 3.7 (Paton et al. 2011) for the Wavemetrics IgorPro software.

5.4 X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)

Bulk rock composition for 28 samples was determined using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF). Analysis of samples from the 2015 suite was completed at the University of Portsmouth using a Rigaku Primus II XRF system. Analysis of 2018 suite samples was performed by Dr. Stanley Mertzman at Franklin and Marshall College using a Malvern PANalytical, Inc. Zetium X-ray fluorescence vacuum spectrometer. Difference in sample weight before and after being heated to 950°C for 1.5 hours was used to determine loss on ignition (LOI). The concentration of ferrous Fe was determined via a modified (Reichen and Fahey 1962) titration method. Uncertainties for major oxides SiO$_2$, TiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$, MgO, CaO, P$_2$O$_5$, and total Fe$_2$O$_3$ are <3% and <6% for K$_2$O, Na$_2$O and MnO in 2015 suite samples. All uncertainties for 2018 suite analyses are <1%.

5.5 Phase Equilibrium Modelling

5.5.1 THERMOCALC

A pseudosection of granulite sample AS13 was calculated using THERMOCALC in the reduced chemical system, Na$_2$O–CaO–K$_2$O–FeO–MgO–Al$_2$O$_3$–SiO$_2$–H$_2$O–TiO$_2$–O (NCKFMASHTO), using THERMOCALC version 3.33 (Powell and Holland, 1988; updated October 2009) with dataset ds55 and the following a–X models: biotite, garnet and melt after White, Powell and Holland 2007, cordierite after Holland and Powell 1998, muscovite after Coggon and Holland 2002, plagioclase and alkali feldspar after Holland and Powell 2003, spinel, magnetite, and orthopyroxene after White, Powell and Clarke 2002 and ilmenite, hematite, and low grade magnetite after White et al. 2000.
5.5.2 Theriak Domino

Chapter 6

Results

This study targeted monazite from Kinzigite metapelites to characterize the prograde P-T path of the Ivrea-Verbano Zone. A total of 66 monazite grains from 11 samples collected from different structural levels throughout the Val Strona di Omegna lower-crustal section were analyzed. Monazites larger than 100 µm were preferentially selected for analysis, but some monazites as small as 30 µm were analyzed. In granulite facies metapelites, monazite range between 75 to 300 µm in diameter, while type 1 and type 2 amphibolite monazite crystals vary between 40-275 µm and 30-275 µm in diameter, respectively.

6.1 U–Pb monazite geochronology

A summary of $^{206}$Pb-$^{238}$U age data for each of the 11 IVZ metapelite samples is provided in Table 6-1. Identifying samples that preserve age data from prior to 300Ma is crucial to reconstructing the P-T conditions associated with the prograde assembly of the IVZ lower crustal section that occurred between approximately 320Ma and 300Ma.

6.1.1 Amphibolite Facies Samples

Type 1 amphibolite samples have ages that range from 262±7.5 Ma to 329±12.8. Sample MW02 yielded only 8 analyses from two monazite, the fewest of any sample. MW02 and MW03 did not feature any spots with ages greater than 300Ma. AS22 has 11 spots older than 300Ma, while MW04 has 3. Preservation of prograde data in type 1 amphibolites is poor, and of only
MW04 has a garnet-bearing mineral assemblage suitable for thermodynamic modelling. Tera–Wasserburg concordia diagrams for type 1 amphibolite samples are included in figure 6-1.

Ages of spots from type 2 amphibolite samples range between 254±3.3 Ma and 331±3.1 Ma. MW19 has 3 spots older than 300Ma while MW25a has only 2. MW20 preserves no data from prior to 300 Ma. While MW23 has 136 spots with dates older than 300Ma, the most of any of the 11 samples analyzed, its mineral assemblage does not feature garnet. Tera–Wasserburg concordia diagrams for type 2 amphibolite samples are presented in figure 6-2.

6.1.2 Granulite Facies Samples

Granulite facies samples have an age range of 194±5.4 Ma to 322±8.5 Ma. AS06 features 5 spots with dates older than 300Ma, while AS07 has 3 spots with dates older than 300Ma. AS13 has the widest spread in dates of any sample, ranging from 194±5.4 Ma, the youngest date in all 11 samples, to 322±8.5 Ma. It has 12 spots with dates older than 300Ma. Every granulite facies sample preserves at least 3 spots with prograde ages and has garnet as a part of its peak mineral assemblage. AS13’s wide age range indicates that it grew during 128 million years of the IVZ’s metamorphic history. Tera–Wasserburg concordia diagrams for granulite samples are included in figure 6-3.
6.2 Monazite trace element geochemistry

6.2.1 Variations in HREE and Y concentration with age

Rank order plots for type 1 amphibolite sample MW04, type 2 amphibolite sample MW19, and granulite sample AS13 were constructed to characterize the relationship between variations in age and HREE and Y concentration within monazite grains to determine which samples preserve variations in trace element geochemistry associated with the prograde assembly of the IVZ. (Figures 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6). Garnet preferentially takes up Y during growth, so areas of monazite with lower Y concentrations (reflected as cool colored bars on the rank order plots) indicate that garnet was part of the mineral assemblage during monazite growth (Pyle et al. 2001, Spear and Pyle 2010, Hacker, Kylander-Clark, and Holder 2019). A larger Dy/Yb ratio (corresponding to a warmer colored bar on the rank order plot) corresponds to relative depletion of HREE, which indicates that garnet is stable and incorporating HREE at the expense of monazite (Davidson, Turner, and Plank 2012). Type 2 amphibolite samples MW19, MW25a, and MW23 have monazite spots with dates younger than ~295 Ma featuring higher Y concentrations and low Dy/Yb ratios that may be a result of retrograde monazite growth and/or subsequent metamorphic events (Fig. 6-5). Y concentrations and Dy/Yb ratios in type 2 amphibolite facies sample MW20, Type 1 amphibolite samples IVZ18MW22 and MW02, and granulite facies sample AS07 do not vary systematically with age, representing possible decoupling of geochronologic and geochemical during hydrous retrogression due to fluid influx or later metamorphic overprinting (Kelly, Harley, and Möller 2012). Two type 1 amphibolite samples (MW04 and AS22), three type 2 amphibolite samples (MW19, MW20, MW23), and two granulite facies samples (AS06 and AS13) have Y and HREE concentrations that preserve systematic variation with age and feature at least one monazite spot enriched in Y with a higher
Dy/Yb ratio that correspond to a date greater than ~300 Ma. These spots potentially represent changes in the stability of monazite and garnet during the prograde assembly of the IVZ lower crustal section.

6.4 Pseudosection modelling

Phase equilibria modelling was performed on samples MW19, MW04, and AS13. One type 2 amphibolite sample, one type 1 amphibolite and one granulite facies sample were selected to characterize mineral assemblages in different structural levels during prograde and peak metamorphic conditions. The modeled samples feature garnet as part of the peak metamorphic assemblage and have at least one monazite spot with an age greater than ~300 Ma that corresponds to an area relatively enriched in Y with a higher Dy/Yb ratio.

Each sample was modeled under two hydration scenarios— one water saturated intended to represent wet sediments at beginning of prograde path modeled between 300-600 °C, and one with water content based on loss on ignition during XRF analysis (LOI) that represents later stages of metamorphism after initial dehydration. Figures 6-7 and 6-8 shows the P–T pseudosections for both bulk compositions for each of the three samples.

The peak P-T conditions as constrained by the mineral assemblage identified in each thin section are indicated the red-filled fields on the water undersaturated sections shaded for increasing variance. Sample MW19 is a type 1 amphibolite facies metapelite with a peak assemblage of Q+Pl+Kfs+Bi+Mu+Grt+Sill+Ilm (Fig. 6-8a). It is difficult to establish petrographically whether sample MW19 underwent partial melting, but the absence of rutile and staurolite coupled with the presence of sillimanite as the aluminosilicate polymorph indicate that it is unlikely that this sample crossed the solidus during peak metamorphism. Sample MW04 is a type 2 amphibolite facies metapelite with a peak assemblage of
Pl+Kfs+Bi+Ru+Grt+Sill+Im+Liq (Fig. 6-8b). Muscovite is present in the MW04 thin section, but its low modal abundance (<5%) and raggedy appearance implies that it is likely a retrograde or metastable phase. Fibrous sillimanite in both amphibolite facies samples is often found replacing biotite, indicating that it may be a result of a retrograde reaction. Isolated mats of sillimanite fibers preserved as inclusions in quartz and alkali feldspar, however, provide confirmation that it is part of the peak assemblage under amphibolite facies metamorphism.

Sample AS13 is a granulite facies metapelite with a peak assemblage of Pl+Kfs+Bi+Ru+Grt+Sill+Im+Liq (Fig. 6-8c). While white mica (muscovite, margarite) is stable from 300-600°C at pressures in excess of 2-9.5 kbar in the water saturated pseudosection, it is not present in the water undersaturated pseudosection at any pressure or temperature (Fig. 6-7c and Fig. 6-8c).

6.5 Yttrium in garnet and monazite thermometry

Yttrium in garnet and monazite (Y-MG) thermometry was performed using the spreadsheet provided by Hacker (2019) to constrain the temperatures of metamorphism attained by samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 during the prograde assembly of the IVZ lower crustal section.

At subsolidus conditions, the Y and HREE concentrations of garnet and monazite are controlled by the compositions of each phase, the bulk composition of the rock, and pressures and temperatures of metamorphism (Spear and Pyle 2010, Hacker, Kylander-Clark, and Holder 2019). The net transfer of P+Y+HREE between coexisting garnet and monazite is described by the following reaction from Pyle et al. (2001):

\[
Y_3Al_2Al_3O_{12} (YA\text{-garnet}) + Ca_3(PO_4)_3(OH)(OH\text{-apatite}) + 25/4SiO_2 = 5/4 Ca_3Al_2Si_2O_8(Ca\text{-Plagioclase})
\]

\[
5/4 Ca_3Al_2Si_3O_{12}(Ca\text{-garnet}) + 5/4 Ca_3Al_2Si_2O_6(Ca\text{-Plagioclase})
\]
+ $3\text{YPO}_4 (\text{Y-monazite}) + \frac{1}{2}\text{H}_2\text{O}$

In metapelites with a low Ca bulk composition like MW19, MW04, and AS13, increasing pressure and/or decreasing temperature causes growth of garnet at the expense of monazite, while decreasing pressure and/or increasing temperature causes growth of monazite and consumption of garnet (Table 6-2)(Spear and Pyle 2010, Hacker, Kylander-Clark, and Holder 2019). All three samples have garnet, apatite, plagioclase, and monazite as part of their peak mineral assemblage, so they are well suited for the application of Y-MG thermometry (Table 4-1).

Garnets from each sample were selected for thermometry based on proximity to monazite grains that preserve prograde ages, with preference for garnets with included or partially included monazite grains. Geochemical data from monazite spots with ages greater than ~298 Ma was paired with all spots from proximal garnets to determine the minimum and maximum temperatures that could have been attained during prograde metamorphism.

Each temperature calculated using the Y-MG thermometer carries an uncertainty of approximately ±30°C based on propagation of uncertainties in pressure, $\Delta V$, $\Delta H$, $\Delta S$, and $\ln(K_{eq})$ (Pyle et al. 2001). The minimum temperature calculated for MW19 is 440.5±30°C at 319±3.4 Ma and the maximum temperature is 461.1±30°C at 319±3.4 Ma. Temperatures for IVZ 04 vary between 500.8±30°C at 299±2.5 Ma and 542.8±30°C at 300±3.2 Ma. AS13 has a minimum temperature of 472.9±30°C at 313±7.2 Ma and a maximum temperature of 615.2±30°C at 315±8.4 Ma. Monazite spots with ages ranging between 306±9.1 Ma and 322±10.2 Ma all produce temperature estimates in this range.
Figure 6-1. Tera–Wasserburg Concordia diagram for type 1 amphibolite samples plotted using IsoPlotR (Ludwig 2003). Size of ovals corresponds to $2\sigma$ error associated with uranium and lead LASS ICP-MS measurements. Ovals shaded according to yttrium concentration.
Figure 6-2. Tera–Wasserburg Concordia diagram for type 2 amphibolite facies samples plotted using IsoPlotR (Ludwig 2003). Size of ovals corresponds to 2σ error associated with uranium and lead LASS ICP-MS measurements. Ovals shaded according to yttrium concentration.
Figure 6-3. Tera–Wasserburg Concordia diagram for granulite facies samples plotted using IsoPlotR (Ludwig 2003). Size of ovals corresponds to 2σ error associated with uranium and lead LASS ICP-MS mea...
Figure 6-4. Rank order plots showing variation in yttrium concentration on the left and Dy/Yb ratio on the right for type 2 amphibolite samples. Size of bar corresponds to 2σ error associated with U-Pb date.
Figure 6-5. Rank order plots showing variation in yttrium concentration on the left and Dy/Yb ratio on the right for type 1 amphibolite samples. Size of bar corresponds to 2σ error associated with U-Pb date.
Figure 6-6. Figure 15. Rank order plots showing variation in yttrium concentration on the left and Dy/Yb ratio on the right for granulite facies samples. Size of bar corresponds to 2σ error associated with U-Pb date.
Figure 6-7. Pseudosections calculated using Theriak-Domino version 09.03.2016 de (de Capitani and Brown 1987, de Capitani and Petrakakis 2010) for samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 using a water saturated bulk composition. Colored lines represent reactions producing or eliminating a mineral phase. Darker shading represents larger variance in calculated mineral assemblage.
Figure 6-8. Pseudosections calculated using TheriaK-Domino version 09.03.2016 de (de Capitani and Brown 1987, de Capitani and Petrakakis 2010) for samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 using a water content derived from the LOI during XRF analysis. Colored lines represent reactions producing or eliminating a mineral phase. Darker shading represents larger variance in calculated mineral assemblage.
Table 6-1: Summary of monazite U-Pb geochronology results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Sample Facies</th>
<th>Maximum $^{206}\text{Pb} - ^{238}\text{U}$ age [Ma]</th>
<th>Age uncertainty</th>
<th>Minimum $^{206}\text{Pb} - ^{238}\text{U}$ age [Ma]</th>
<th>Age uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MW23</td>
<td>Type 2 Amphibolite</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW25a</td>
<td>Type 2 Amphibolite</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW20</td>
<td>Type 2 Amphibolite</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW19</td>
<td>Type 2 Amphibolite</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW04</td>
<td>Type 1 Amphibolite</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW03</td>
<td>Type 1 Amphibolite</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS22</td>
<td>Type 1 Amphibolite</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW02</td>
<td>Type 1 Amphibolite</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS13</td>
<td>Granulite</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS07</td>
<td>Granulite</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS06</td>
<td>Granulite</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6-2. Bulk rock composition of samples selected for pseudosection modelling:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>SiO2</th>
<th>TiO2</th>
<th>Al2O3</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na2O</th>
<th>K2O</th>
<th>P2O5</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>LOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVZ18MW19</td>
<td>56.29</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>99.37</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVZ18MW04</td>
<td>53.71</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>25.41</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>99.63</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVZ15AS13</td>
<td>57.269</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>20.751</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>4.023</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>2.528</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>99.8702</td>
<td>0.3372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*LOI=Loss on ignition; method of estimating bulk rock H2O contents based on weight loss during XRF analysis*
Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Characteristics of prograde P-T-t paths

Combined, the Y-MG thermometry results and monazite U-Pb dates constrain segments of the prograde P-T-t path for type 2 amphibolite sample MW19, type 1 amphibolite sample MW04 and granulite sample AS13.

Monazite from type 2 amphibolite sample MW19 yield temperatures of ~440–461°C at 319 ±6.4 Ma (Fig. 7-1a). Biotite, plagioclase and quartz are present as inclusions, but because quartz and plagioclase are present across all modeled temperatures and pressures and biotite is stable from 2-15 kbar at temperatures <475-575°C, they do not further constrain the prograde P-T-t path. However, the absence of rutile in the peak assemblage and as an included phase within monazite constrains maximum pressures to between approximately 2 and 5 kbar. The prograde P-T-t path terminated at 600-650 °C and 4.5-6.5 kbar as constrained by the peak mineral assemblage (Q+Pl+Kfs+Bi+Mu+Grt+Sill+Ilm) observed in MW19 (Fig. 7-2a).

The prograde P-T-t path of type 1 amphibolite MW04 passed through ~498-543 °C between ~298 and 300 Ma (Fig. 7-1b). While ilmenite is included in 5 of the 8 analyzed monazite grains, no grains preserve rutile inclusions, which indicates that pressures could not have exceeded 11.5 kbar during this segment of the P-T-t path. Several other MW04 monazite grains exhibit biotite inclusions, but U-Pb dates from these grains range from ~295-265 Ma; thus, biotite stability is not a useful constraint on pressure during the prograde assembly of the IVZ lower crustal section. The results of pseudosection modelling do not indicate a minimum pressure for MW04’s P-T-t path. MW04’s peak mineral assemblage
(Pl+Kfs+Bi+Ru+Grt+Sill+Ilm+Liq) determines that its prograde path ended at 775-850°C and 9-9.5 kbar (Fig. 7-2b).

For granulite sample AS13, the $P$-$T$-$t$ path crossed between ~473-615 °C, at ~306-322 Ma; the presence of rutile and ilmenite as inclusions in monazite older than 300 Ma indicates that pressures must have been in excess of 3-8 kbar during this period (Fig. 7-1c). The peak assemblage (Pl+Kfs+Bi+Mu+Ru+Grt+Sill+Ilm+Liq) indicates that AS13 reached 860-870°C and 7-11 kbar at the terminus of its prograde path (Fig. 7-2c).

A range of possible thermal gradients during the prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path of the IVZ lower continental crust can be calculated using the results of the Y-MG thermometry and minimum and maximum pressure constraints from pseudosection modelling. Prograde thermal gradients calculated for samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 are 3.4-7.9°C/km, 1.3-12.2°C/km, and 2.5-8.1°C/km, respectively.

7.2 Testing models for sediment incorporation into the lower crust

7.2.1 Comparison of expected thermal gradients

The $P$-$T$-$t$ constraints presented in chapter 2 permit evaluation of three tectonic mechanisms for assembly of metasedimentary continental lower crust. Burial incorporates sediments from the Earth’s surface at lower crustal depths via the addition of crustal material by overplating of volcanic and plutonic rocks, or by prolonged sedimentation. If burial occurs at rates faster than the rate of heat conduction—reflected by a Peclet number

$$Pe = \frac{\text{Rate of Heat Transport by Convection}}{\text{Rate of Heat Transport by Advection}}$$

greater than 1—sediments will follow a near-isothermal prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path. If burial is slow, however, temperatures of metamorphism
will increase according to inputs from mantle heat flow and radiogenic heating, resulting in a prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path defined by a continental geotherm. In the IVZ, available detrital zircon U-Pb dates indicate the maximum age of sediment deposition is $\sim$350 Ma (Kunz, Regis, and Engi 2018). If $\sim$350 Ma corresponds to the time at which each of the samples was deposited at the Earth’s surface (0 kbar), burial rates range from 0.24-0.51 km/Ma for sample MW19, 0.15-0.82 km/Ma for sample MW04 and 0.50-1.26 km/Ma for sample AS13. Peclet numbers for IVZ metapelites were calculated using the equation $Pe = \frac{v \times L}{\kappa}$, where $v$ is burial rate, $L$ is burial depth as indicated by pressure constraints and $\kappa$ is a thermal diffusivity of $\sim$1x$10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s. Given that the range of Peclet numbers shown on Figure 7-3 all feature Pe values $<$1, it is reasonable to assume that burial to lower crustal depths would have occurred under a conduction-dominated thermal regime. If burial were responsible for the construction of the IVZ lower crustal section, the shape of the prograde P-T-$t$ path for each sample should reflect pressures that increase along a lithostatic gradient and temperatures that increase along a continental geothermal gradient defined by radiogenic heating and conductive heat loss. Typical values for a continental geothermal gradient are estimated to be approximately 25°C/km at shallow crustal levels and decrease to $\sim$16°C/km at 40 km depth (DiPietro 2013). Given the thermal gradients calculated for samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 are too low to be consistent with a continental geotherm at 3.4-7.9°C/km, 1.3-12.2°C/km, and 2.5-8.1°C/km, respectively, this mechanism is an unlikely candidate for the construction of the IVZ lower crustal section.

Metasediments emplaced into the lower crust by crustal underthrusting or relamination are expected to follow a prograde path characterized by thermal gradients and rates akin to modern-day subduction zones of approximately 5-10 °C/km (Penniston-Dorland, Kohn, and Manning 2015, Syracuse, van Keken, and Abers 2010). Relamination is modeled in subduction zone settings where the downgoing plate dips at angles ranging between 10-70°, and the
downgoing plate in crustal underthrusting settings dips at about 20-60° (Allis 1981, Syracuse, van Keken, and Abers 2010, Xu et al. 2015), so increases in pressure and temperature with depth in the initial phases of the prograde path are broadly similar for both mechanisms.

The calculated thermal gradients for the IVZ samples are consistent with a modern-day - subduction zone setting, with the exception of sample MW04 where temperatures obtained from trace element thermometry correspond to a younger age (300 Ma) than the temperatures associated with AS13 and MW04 (305-322Ma), so the elevated thermal gradient could be the result of the initial stages of the intrusion of the Mafic Complex, which reached its maximum thermal input at ~296 Ma (Barboza, Bergantz, and Brown 1999). Alternatively, the higher thermal gradient inferred for sample MW04 could also reflect a longer period of equilibration (~20 Myr) at lower crustal levels after being emplaced at ~320-315 Ma.

It is acknowledged that these values assume a linear gradient between the calculated depth of the sample and the Earth’s surface and do not account for curvature in the thermal gradient introduced by advection and heat production. Regardless, these calculations provide a new constraint on the prograde metamorphic history of these high-grade rocks.

7.2.2 Comparison of expected petrographic observations

While the combined results of Y-MG thermometry and radiometric dating of IVZ monazite do not fully constrain the prograde P-T-t path, petrographic evidence collected from thin section analysis allows for further assessment of the competing tectonic mechanisms.

In the relamination hypothesis, as presented in Hacker, Kelemen and Behn, 2011, sediments are subducted to depths greater than 50 km along the slab interface, where they may attain ultra-high pressure (UHP) conditions of ~800-1050°C and ~30 kbar and melt. The felsic relaminate portion of the melt is positively buoyant with respect to the mantle wedge. The
relaminate rises diapirically and is emplaced at lower crustal levels under pressures and
temperatures of approximately 700°C and 10 kbar. Accordingly, the presence of UHP mineral
phases in lower crustal sediments would provide strong support for the relamination hypothesis.
The IVZ metapelites investigated in this study do not preserve any evidence of equilibration at
ultra-high, or high-presures; UHP minerals like coesite or diamond are absent as included
phases, as well as other high-grade minerals like sanidine that might been stable at peak
relamination conditions.

Previous workers (Schmid, Zingg, and Handy 1987, Zingg 1980) have observed rare
kyanite grains with sillimanite overgrowths as part of the mineral assemblage of Kinzigite
metasediments, however, no kyanite or kyanite overgrowths were found in any of the 80 samples
studied in this investigation. The absence of kyanite in the IVZ15AS and IVZ18MW sample
suites further suggests that peak pressures were less than ~9.5-15 kbar and not high enough to be
consistent with the relamination hypothesis. While the presence of UHP mineral phases would
have been a strong indication that the IVZ metapelites were incorporated into the lower crust
through relamination, the absence of these phases does not dismiss relamination as a viable
hypothesis, as it is possible for relaminated sediments to undergo a complete mineralogical re-
equilibration at the base of the crust and not preserve metastable UHP phases (Hacker, Kelemen,
and Behn 2011)

7.2.3 Comparison of expected field observations

Observations of outcrop scale features and the relationships between different IVZ
lithologies can also help distinguish between the competing tectonic mechanisms. No clear
primary sedimentary structures like crossbedding are preserved in IVZ metapelites, quartzites or
calc-silicate rocks. Original bedding relationships between metasedimentary layers are nearly
impossible to discern from jointing and other tabular field relationships between subunits (Fig. 7-4). Destruction of sedimentary features is expected in the relamination mechanism during melting and viscous flow and could also result from deformation during crustal underthrusting. In the burial hypothesis, however, at least some local scale preservation of these features is likely. Later periods of deformation and metamorphism could have obliterated some sedimentary structures in IVZ metapelites, but their widespread absence throughout the section is further evidence that the burial hypothesis is not a viable mechanism for assembly of the lower crust. Further, the tabular nature of outcrop scale structures in the IVZ are not consistent with the relamination hypothesis: melted sediments that rose through the mantle wedge as diapirs would be expected to undergo chaotic mixing on their ascent and not retain any of their previous structure.

7.3 Future Work

More work is needed to fully constrain the prograde path of IVZ metasediments. The primary obstacle is the scarce preservation of geochronological and geochemical data from prior to ~300 Ma. IVZ monazite do retain information from this period, but to provide additional constraints it is necessary to investigate other minerals that grew during the prograde assembly of the IVZ lower crustal section. Determining the age of garnet growth via Lu-Hf geochronometry is key to characterizing earlier portions of the IVZ $P-T-t$ path: garnet age data would further refine the timing of the temperatures calculated using the Y-MG thermometer, and could also be used to improve prograde pressure estimates by linking included phases to the results of pseudosection modelling. In samples from higher structural levels, monazite is prevalent and occasionally preserves ages greater than ~300 Ma but lacks garnet as part of the peak assemblage. These samples do feature prograde biotite and white mica, so the use of the Ti-in-biotite thermometer of Henry and Guidotti, 2002 in conjunction with the Si-in-phengite barometer of
Massonne and Schreyer, 1987 could have promise in constraining the \( P-T-t \) path in additional samples.
Figure 7-1. Pseudosections calculated using Theriak-Domino version 09.03.2016 de (de Capitani and Brown 1987, de Capitani and Petrakakis 2010) for samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 using a water saturated bulk composition. Darker red shaded boxes represent calculated temperature interval for indicated age period, lighter red shaded box represents error associated with calculated temperatures. Colored lines represent reactions producing or eliminating a mineral phase that constrains pressure. Darker shading represents larger variance in calculated mineral assemblage. Green areas show pressure constrained area the prograde P-T-t path passes through.
Figure 7-2. Pseudosections calculated using Theriak-Domino version 09.03.2016 de (de Capitani and Brown 1987, de Capitani and Petrakakis 2010) for samples MW19, MW04, and AS13 using a water saturated bulk composition on the left and a water content derived from the LOI during XRF analysis on the right. In the left column, darker red shaded boxes represent calculated temperature interval for indicated age period, lighter red shaded box represents error associated with calculated temperatures. Colored lines represent reactions producing or eliminating a mineral phase that constrains pressure. Darker shading represents larger variance in calculated mineral assemblage. Green areas show pressure constrained area the prograde P-T-t path passes through. Orange arrow represents possible P-T path. In the right column, red filled area indicates peak metamorphic conditions where prograde P-T path ends.
Figure 7-3. Plot showing variation in Peclet number with depth for a variety of burial rates. Blue shaded area where Peclet number is greater than one indicates heat transport is dominated by advection, while red shaded area where Peclet number is less than one indicates heat transport is dominated by conduction. Typical sedimentation rates shown as colored lines, with values indicated in legend. Colored boxes represent range of possible Peclet numbers for type 1 amphibolite MW19 (blue), type 2 amphibolite MW04 (teal) and granulite AS13 (orange) based on possible burial rates and maximum burial depths indicated by pseudosection modeling. All burial depth and rate estimates for IVZ metapelites would undergo heat transport by conduction.
Figure 7-4. Photograph showing sample location for MW04. Jointing and tabular structures are visible, but no protolith bedding can be identified. Dr. Andrew Smye for scale.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

The Y-MG thermometry results, monazite U-Pb dates, and pseudosection modelling presented in this investigation serve to characterize segments of the prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path and identify peak metamorphic conditions for three metapelites from the IVZ lower crustal section. Type 2 amphibolite sample MW19 experienced pressures and temperatures of 2.5 kbar and $\sim$440–461°C at $319 \pm 6.4$ Ma before equilibrating at 600-650°C and 4.5-6.5 kbar. The prograde $P$-$T$-$t$ path of type 1 amphibolite MW04 passed through $\sim$498-543°C between $\sim$298 and 300 Ma at pressures below 11.5 kbar and experienced peak metamorphic conditions of 775-850°C and 9-9.5 kbar. For granulite sample AS13, the $P$-$T$-$t$ path crossed between $\sim$473-615°C and 3-8 kbar at $\sim$306-322 Ma before reaching 860-870°C and 7-11 kbar at the terminus of its prograde path. Crustal underthrusting is the preferred mechanism for construction of the IVZ lower crustal section. Thermal gradients for type 1 amphibolite MW19, type 2 amphibolite MW04 and granulite AS13 are 3.4-7.9°C/km, 1.3-12.2°C/km, and 2.5-8.1°C/km, respectively. The similarity of these values to modern-day subduction zone thermal gradients of 5-10°C/km supports both the crustal underthrusting and relamination mechanisms. While the lack of preservation of UHP phases and chaotic structures cannot conclusively rule out relamination, the ultramafic lenses in the lower levels of the IVZ section indicate that this hypothesis is unlikely. These findings support the interpretation that volcano-sedimentary material, deposited in the Rheic Ocean, was accreted to the deep crust during subduction, between $\sim$340 and $\sim$300 Ma, prior to regional high-temperature metamorphism.
Appendix A

Monazite textural setting

A.1.1 Included in garnet

Monazite included in garnet is only present in granulite facies samples. Two of the 66 total monazites in this study are included in garnet, AS06 monazite 6 and AS13 monazite 7. AS06 monazite 6 is a cluster of three rounded, anhedral grains ranging between 100 and 200 µm in diameter. AS13 monazite 7 is a subhedral, elongated grain 100 µm long with two significant embayments along one side of the grain and a rutile inclusion (Fig. A-1a).

A.1.2 Partially included in garnet

Monazite are classified as being partially included in garnet if more than 40% of the monazite grain boundaries are in contact with garnet. Two monazite grains from this study are partially included in garnet, and both are found in granulite facies sample AS13. The portion of AS13 monazite 2 that is surrounded by garnet has a sharp, euhedral morphology while the part of the grain exposed to the matrix is rounded. The shape of included portion of AS13 mirrors the contours of a round, 50 µm quartz inclusion in the garnet (Fig. A-1b). Monazites that are partially included in garnet range from 100 to 150 µm in diameter.

A.1.3 Included in biotite

All 17 monazites included in biotite are found in amphibolite facies metapelites, with 13 included grains in type 2 amphibolites. Monazite found in biotite are the most likely to have
inclusions, which are usually biotite with minor quartz and plagioclase. They range in diameter from 50 to 275\(\mu\)m, with an average of 100\(\mu\)m (Fig. A-1c). The long axis of included monazite grains is often oriented parallel to the foliation defined by the host biotite, suggesting that the two phases were growing simultaneously.

A.1.4 Partially included in biotite

Twelve monazites are partially included in biotite, with more than 40% of the monazite grain boundaries in contact with a biotite grain. (Fig. A-1d). Type 1 amphibolite sample MW04 features one of the partially included monazite grains, while Type 2 amphibolites host the remaining eleven. The subhedral to anhedral partially included grains are smaller than monazite that are entirely included in biotite, with diameters of 50-250 \(\mu\)m and an average of 80 \(\mu\)m. While some partially included monazite grains are oriented parallel to micaceous foliation, others intersect the foliation at angles between 30° and 50°.

A.1.5 Included in rutile

The 3 monazites that are included or partially included in rutile are restricted to AS07. The host rutile have coronas and veins of titanite, assumed to be a product of hydration and decreasing pressure associated with exhumation (Pearce and Wheeler 2014, Lucassen et al. 2011, Carswell and O'brien 1993). The monazite in rutile grains are large and rounded, with diameters of 200-300 \(\mu\)m (Fig. A-1e).
A.1.6 Matrix grains

Matrix grains are the most abundant type of grain in IVZ metapelites, with 31 of the 66 total monazites being hosted in the matrix. The few monazites (<5) that are included in quartz, alkali feldspar and plagioclase are included in the ‘matrix grain’ classification. Matrix monazite are anhedral to subhedral, and host inclusions of predominately quartz and plagioclase, with less common biotite (Fig. A-1f) Their diameter varies widely between 30-300 µm, with an average grain size of 100 µm.
Figure A-1. Backscattered electron (BSE) images showing textural settings of IVZ monazites.
Appendix B

Rare earth element zoning in monazite

Zoning in light rare earth elements (LREE) is uncommon in IVZ monazite. Of the 39 monazites mapped, four displayed zoning in LREE, and only one grain had an area where LREEs were significantly more enriched than the rest of the mineral. The following classifications are based on zoning in heavy rare earth elements (HREE), as identified based on Y abundance X-ray maps. No zoning is present in BSE images of all monazite grains. The type of zoning pattern does not appear to be affected by the size of the monazite grain.

B.1.1 No zoning

Monazites with no spatial variation in REE concentration are found at all structural levels: of the 15 unzoned monazite grains, six are from granulite facies samples, one is from a type 1 amphibolite sample, and 8 are from type 2 amphibolite samples (Fig. B-1a). Unzoned monazites are enriched in REE compared to the surrounding grains.

B.1.2 Concentric zoning

Concentric zoning is only observed in samples from granulite facies sample AS13. Monazite grains with concentric zoning feature a HREE depleted core surrounded by a thin (~5 µm) band of enrichment, a depleted mantle and a patchy, partially enriched rim, as typified by AS13 monazite 3 and monazite 6 (Fig. B-1b). AS13 monazite 7 features similar configuration with alternating areas of HREE enrichment and depletion; instead of thin bands of enriched areas, it features patchy zones of enrichment with a depleted core and rim. Concentric zoning is found
in monazite that are fully included in garnet and in matrix grains. This subgroup is the only type to feature zoning in LREE. LREE zoning follows a similar concentric pattern, but LREEs are enriched in areas of the grain where HREE is depleted.

**B.1.3 Patchy Y enrichment**

Patchy Y enrichment is defined as small (2-7 µm) areas of HREE enrichment found throughout the entire grain (Fig. B-1c). Enriched patches are often concentrated near the rim of the monazite. Patchy Y enrichment is not present in granulite facies samples. The 3 type 1 amphibolite monazite grains have smaller, more widely scattered patches that have internal variation Y concentration, while the three type 2 amphibolites have sharp boundaries between zones and more uniform Y concentrations within enriched areas (Fig. B-2).

**B.1.4 Y enriched rim**

Monazite crystals demonstrating Y-enriched rims have a similar appearance to patchy Y enrichment grains, but with a distinct Y depleted core that is devoid of areas of Y enrichment. The concentration of Y in the rim is does not vary widely. Of the fourteen grains with Y enriched rims, nine have a wide rim that surround a well-defined, angular core, and five have rims of inconsistent thickness that pinch and swell in rounded nodules that extend towards core (Fig. B-3). Y enriched rims are present in both type 1 and type 2 amphibolite monazite grains, and structural position does not affect the consistency of the rim thickness.
Figure B-1. X-Ray maps showing types of LREE and HREE zoning patterns. Color scale corresponds to counts during analysis.
Figure B-2. X-Ray maps difference between patchy Y zoning patterns. Type 1 amphibolite monazite is shown on the left and features smaller, more widely scattered patches that have internal variation Y concentration. Type 2 amphibolite is shown on the right with sharp boundaries between zones and more uniform Y concentrations within enriched areas. Color scale corresponds to counts during analysis.
Figure B-3. X-Ray maps difference between types of Y enriched rims. Type 2 amphibolite monazite with wide rim that surrounds a well-defined, angular core is shown on the left, Type 1 amphibolite is shown on the right with a wide rim that surround a well-defined, angular core, and five have rims of inconsistent thickness that pinch and swell in rounded nodules that extend towards core. Color scale corresponds to counts during analysis.
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